Just in Case
Class Description
Have you ever found yourself needing a nail clipper or bandages,
but you have no idea where they are? These handy cases in two
sizes help you keep everything together in one compact, easy-tolocate place.
The small case can fit in the glove box of your car so is perfect to
use as an emergency travel kit to hold first-aid supplies,
flashlights, medications, and more. The larger case can slip
under the seat and hold maps, travel guides, car documents,
warranties, and so forth.
This quick little project offers the perfect chance to review all that
you've learned up to now:



Quilting fabric with Soft and Stable



Binding pockets with straight-grain binding



Attaching zippers to mesh pockets



Attaching zippers to vinyl pockets



Rounding corners



Making and attaching bias binding

You’ll also add a couple of new skills to your purse-making bag
of tricks:



Secrets to attaching invisible magnetic snaps



Attaching borders and pockets in the proper order

You're sure to find the perfect use for these practical bags.

Class Supply List
In this class you can make either the large or the small case. You
will need the following supplies in class:

Just in Case pattern
Fabric and supplies as listed on pattern cover (see next
page)

Thread to match fabrics

ALSO BRING TO CLASS:
Sewing machine in good working order with walking foot, 1/4" foot, and zipper foot. If you have a Teflon foot for your machine,
bring it, too, to facilitate stitching on the vinyl. Don’t forget the extension table for your machine.

Rotary cutter and rulers
Basic sewing kit, including #90/14 topstitch needles, Wonder Clips, a stiletto/pressing tool, pins (the large yellow-topped quilting
pins work best), scissors, thread, chalk marker or similar tool for marking lines, washable school glue stick, etc.

BEFORE CLASS:
To make best use of class time, please cut out and quilt the fabric pieces for the appropriate sized case according to the
instructions on page 2 of the pattern BEFORE coming to class. Please complete Steps I and II-A before class.

This class is brought to you by:
Date
Time
Location
Cost

Treelotta
Saturday, August 17th - OR - Tuesday, August 20th
12-3 pm (Saturday class) - OR - 5-8 pm (Tuesday class)
29 S Fox Street, Denver, CO 80223
$35 ($25 for club members)

Just In Case

Just In Case
Two handy folding organizers feature inner zippered pockets
made from mesh and vinyl for security and easy visibility.

These handy folding organizers feature two inner pockets made from mesh and
vinyl for easy visibility of contents. Each pocket has a zipper closure — no need
to worry about things falling out! An invisible magnetic snap closes the bag
beautifully.
The Small Case is small enough to fit in a glove box so is perfect to use as an
emergency car kit, first aid kit, organizer for supplies (sewing, cosmetics, or
office) or purse organizer. The Large Case can hold maps, documents, and
more and fits easily under a car seat.

Small enough
to fit into a
glove box,
the Small
Case is
perfect
for use
as a firstaid kit or
as a
travel
sewing
kit.

Supplies needed:

Small Case

Large Case

(7”W x 6”H x 2”D)

(10½”W x 8”H x ½”D)

Main fabric* (body of organizer)

Fat quarter

Fat quarter

Lining fabric* (lining of organizer)

Fat quarter

Fat quarter

Contrasting fabric (bindings, borders)

½ yard

½ yard

ByAnnie’s Soft and Stable™ (stabilizer)

9” x 16”

12½” x 28½”

2½” x 5”
and 4” x 8”

6½” x 11½”

4” x 7”

6½” x 10½”

Two 10” or longer
or
One 30”
double-slide

Two 14” or longer
or
One 30”
double-slide

12” x 8”

14” x 12”

One snap set

One snap set

Mesh fabric, light–weight or midweight (inner pocket)

Visit
us
on the
web
for
more
pics!

Clear vinyl, heavyweight (inner pocket)
Zippers
We prefer handbag zippers. They are
sturdier and have an extra large pull. Their
extra-wide zipper tape also makes them
easier to install.

Fusible interfacing
5/8” sew-in magnetic snap set
(HAR14-N-700)

Thread for quilting and assembly
We love threads from Superior Threads:
www.superiorthreads.com

We prefer So Fine! #50 for
both quilting and assembly
on this project.

Basting tape (optional) Helpful for
attaching zippers to mesh pockets
*Avoid directional fabrics until you are familiar with process.
Extra fabric may be required.

The
compact
Large Case holds
pens, journals, maps,
documents, paper, and more.

One package

PBA250

Special thanks to Moda Fabrics (www.modafabrics.com) for
the fun fabrics used on the cover samples. Ask for ARIA by
Kate Spain at your local quilt shop.

ByAnnie’s Soft & Stable™, handbag zippers, hardware,
and supplies are available at www.ByAnnie.com.
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